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Oracle Engineered Systems: Complete Data Center Infrastructure for SAP Landscapes 

Introduction 

Deploying a sophisticated SAP landscape is complex and time-consuming, 
and ongoing maintenance requires a great deal of effort on the part of data 
center staff. SAP applications and databases, operating systems, host bus 
adapter and switch firmware, servers, networking, storage systems, and 
backup, virtualization, and management software all must be integrated and 
validated to work together. In addition, staff members with expertise in these 
areas are needed to identify bottlenecks, tune the database, and optimize 
server, storage, and software configuration to ensure SAP application service-
level agreements are met. 

In this scenario, updates or patches to any of these components require 
researching and possibly compatibility testing within the rest of the SAP 
infrastructure to identify any dependencies or conflicts. Factor in multiple 
vendors, and the degree of complexity multiplies exponentially. In the end, a lot 
of time is spent implementing new SAP projects and performing root cause 
analysis—time that could be spent supporting strategic data center initiatives. 

Oracle has always designed all the components of a well-built, well-engineered 
infrastructure to work together. Now Oracle is taking the evolution of this 
infrastructure further with pre-tested, pre-integrated components that are 
supported as a single stack in Oracle's engineered systems. This white paper 
provides an overview of Oracle’s purpose-built, engineered systems and how 
they can be used to consolidate and simplify the deployment of SAP 
landscapes. SAP database tiers can be combined on the Oracle Exadata 
Database Machine, and the Oracle Exalogic Elastic Cloud makes it easy to 
consolidate SAP application tiers. Alternatively, both tiers can be deployed on 
an Oracle SPARC SuperCluster for the ultimate in consolidation. 



         

 

       
             

             
         

               
      
       

              
       

               
 

         
        

            

            
           

          
      

       

 

      

Oracle Engineered Systems: Complete Data Center Infrastructure for SAP Landscapes 

Oracle’s Engineered Systems for the Data Center 
For more than 20 years, companies have trusted their business-critical SAP environments to state-of-the-art 
Oracle software. Today, Oracle’s integrated infrastructure stack — consisting of servers and storage, 
operating systems, database software, networking, and built-in virtualization features — is optimized to 
deliver agility and performance to SAP applications. Now this integrated stack is available as a family of 
engineered systems that are pre-integrated, pre-tested, and pre-configured to simplify data center operations, 
ensure fast and easy SAP infrastructure deployment, and accelerate business innovation. 

Optimized for Oracle Database and SAP applications, Oracle’s engineered systems reduce the time needed 
to get SAP landscapes up and running. Pre-integration, pre-configuration, and testing occurs at the factory to 
prepare the systems for SAP, while the SAP installations occur on the customer premises. Each system is 
tuned for a specific purpose, reducing customization efforts and minimizing the need for infrastructure 
changes. Each system integrates Oracle’s applications-to-disk technology stack—servers and storage, 
operating systems, database software, middleware, networking, and built-in virtualization features—to reduce 
the time and cost associated with purchasing, provisioning, deploying, and maintaining SAP infrastructure. 

Once deployed, consolidating SAP landscapes on Oracle’s engineered systems reduces data center 
management complexity. Administrators can use SAP’s BRTOOLS and Oracle Enterprise Manager Ops 
Center to manage SAP landscapes and SAP infrastructure. Oracle Enterprise Manager Ops Center is a single, 
integrated console that holistically manages the Oracle infrastructure stack. Built-in automation features 
simplify administration tasks and reduce day-to-day management demands. 

Figure 1. Oracle’s engineered systems integrate hardware and software to simplify SAP infrastructure deployment. 
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Oracle Exadata Database Machine 

Designed to deliver extreme performance to data warehousing, online transaction processing (OLTP), and 
mixed-load database applications, the Oracle Exadata Database Machine is pre-configured with Oracle 
Database, Oracle Database Real Application Clusters (RAC), Oracle Grid Infrastructure, and Oracle Exadata 
storage management and administration software. A massively parallel architecture dramatically increases 
data bandwidth between the database server and storage. Intensive query processing and data mining scoring 
are offloaded to storage servers, bringing processing closer to SAP data to improve query performance and 
concurrency. 

Oracle SPARC SuperCluster T4-4 

Oracle SPARC SuperCluster T4-4 combines Oracle’s technology stack into a general-purpose, redundant 
system that is optimized for SAP applications. Technology innovations built into the Oracle SPARC 
SuperCluster T4-4 and the Oracle Exadata Database Machine deliver extreme compute and I/O 
performance to SAP applications and workloads. High-capacity solid-state disk drives provide fast access to 
data with minimal latency. Most importantly, the Oracle Exadata Storage Servers and Oracle Exadata Storage 
Cells contained in the SPARC SuperCluster T4-4 and Exadata Database Machine overcome the limitations 
of conventional storage with a massively parallel architecture that dramatically increases data bandwidth 
between the database server and storage. The tight integration of the server and storage platform found only 
in Oracle's engineered systems can result in performance increases as much as ten times over that of other 
vendors running the same Oracle Database 11g software. 

SPARC SuperCluster T4-4 can run multiple SAP databases and applications on a single system and take 
advantage of improvements for data compression, query, OLTP response time, and Java middleware 
performance. Built-in virtualization ensures SAP applications are isolated properly, eliminating resource 
contention and minimizing disruption should an application fail or be compromised. The SAP Central 
Services Instance, SAP application servers, and Oracle Database can be installed together, eliminating much 
of the integration effort and deployment time typically associated with clustered solutions. 

Oracle Exalogic Elastic Cloud 

Oracle Exalogic Elastic Cloud is the first engineered system specifically designed to be a foundation for 
secure, mission-critical, private clouds. Each system contains fully integrated, hot-swappable x86 compute 
nodes and a high-performance Sun ZFS Storage Appliance from Oracle. An extremely fast, high-throughput 
interconnect connects all systems together to create a single large computer with extreme scalability, 
elasticity, and redundancy. The system exploits the I/O fabric, delivering application performance results 
that are much faster than standard application server configurations. 

With the large memory needed by SAP and other applications, the Oracle Exalogic Elastic Cloud is an 
excellent system for consolidating and running heterogeneous environments hosting multiple application 
servers, including Oracle and third-party applications such as Siebel, third-party enterprise applications, Java 
technology-based applications and more. Thousands of applications with differing security, performance, and 
service-level requirements (development, test, production) can run on a single Oracle Exalogic Elastic Cloud 
system, making it a good solution for application consolidation. 
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Using the Sun ZFS Storage Appliance as an Extension of Engineered 
Systems for SAP Environments 
The server nodes in an Oracle Exalogic Elastic Cloud are connected to a central Sun ZFS Storage Appliance 
through the InfiniBand network interconnect. The Sun ZFS Storage Appliance provides a fast, reliable, 
flexible, and easy-to-use shared storage system with advanced storage services such as online compression 
and de-duplication, snapshots, and clones, at no extra cost. These storage systems also support a rich family 
of access protocols, including Network File System (NFS), Common Internet File System (CIFS), HTTP, 
Internet SCSI (iSCSI), and Fibre Channel (FC). Currently, the Sun ZFS Storage Appliance ships with a raw 
capacity of 40 TB, providing a net data capacity of approximately 18 TB after setting aside drives required 
for hot spares and mirroring. 

The Sun ZFS Storage Appliance included in Oracle Exalogic Elastic Cloud is ideally suited to act as a central 
storage repository for SAP. The appliance provides highly available, high-performance shared file systems for 
complete SAP landscapes consisting of Oracle Exalogic Elastic Cloud server nodes running application 
servers and Oracle Exadata Database Machines running SAP Central Services. This configuration offers 
some of the highest potential service levels and throughput available compared to more traditional 
implementations. 

In an SAP landscape, SAP Application Servers have access to several shared file systems (/sapmnt, 
/usr/sap/trans, and more) that are used to store the SAP kernel, profiles, and trace files. These shared 
file systems also provide the global SAP transport directory that stores all patches for the SAP system, along 
with customer written applications. 

Furthermore, additional Sun ZFS Storage Appliances connected via the InfiniBand network can be used by 
the Oracle Exadata Database Machine, Oracle Exalogic Elastic Cloud, or Oracle SPARC SuperCluster as a 
target for very fast backups. This provides a simple, reliable, and powerful off-site backup and replication 
option. Using the Sun ZFS Storage Appliance as the central storage repository also leverages its ability to 
easily create unlimited additional application servers with minimal effort using the Sun ZFS Storage 
Appliance's snapshot and clone capabilities. 

The broad variety of supported protocols includes HTTP, which allows access to the Sun ZFS Storage 
Appliance through Web-based Distributed Authoring and Versioning (WebDAV). These protocols enable 
Sun ZFS Storage Appliances to be used in combination with Oracle Exalogic Elastic Cloud to implement 
SAP's Information Lifecycle Management. Either the standard SAP ArchiveLink Archive Development Kit 
(ADK) or the XML Direct Archiving Service can be employed. 

Figure 2 illustrates the use of a Sun ZFS Storage Appliance as a central storage repository for an Oracle 
Exadata Database Machine and an Oracle Exalogic Elastic Cloud, with remote replication to an off-site 
location. 
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Figure 2. The Sun ZFS Storage Appliance provides a central storage repository for SAP landscapes. 

Consolidating Database Tiers 
Many SAP database instances can be deployed safely on a single Oracle Exadata Database Machine or Oracle 
SPARC T4-4 SuperCluster. As illustrated in Figure 3, the presentation and application tiers remain on 
separate systems, with the database tier consolidated on the engineered system. In this example, the Oracle 
Exadata Database Machine is divided logically into three database servers. The first database server runs the 
SAP System Central Services (central instance) and the SAP Enqueue Server for the SAP Enterprise 
Resource Planning (ERP) application. The second database server provides database services to the SAP 
Customer Relationship Management (CRM) application, while the third database server supports the SAP 
Human Resources (HR) software. 

Figure 3. The Oracle Exadata Database Machine or the Oracle SPARC SuperCluster is ideal for consolidating the SAP 
database tier. 
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Consolidating Application Server Tiers 
Configured as a single resource pool, the Oracle Exalogic Elastic Cloud or Oracle SPARC T4-4 SuperCluster 
can be dynamically sub-divided into secure units of capacity for SAP application servers. Figure 4 illustrates 
an application tier consolidated on an Oracle Exalogic Elastic Cloud. Individual compute nodes, or even 
specific I/O devices, can be grouped into logical partitions that can communicate with one another. The 
built-in Sun ZFS Storage Appliance acts as a central storage repository, providing fast access to shared file 
systems that store SAP kernel instances, profiles, trace files, and patches, as well as the global SAP transport 
directory in which customer-developed applications are stored. 

Figure 4. The Oracle Exalogic Elastic Cloud or the Oracle SPARC SuperCluster enable multiple SAP application servers to 
be deployed on a single system. 

Consolidating Three-Tier Deployments 
Complex three-tier SAP landscapes can be simplified by consolidating the database tier onto an Oracle 
Exadata Database Machine and SAP application servers onto an Oracle Exalogic Elastic Cloud (Figure 5). In 
this configuration, the SAP application servers within the Oracle Exalogic Elastic Cloud are connected over 
InfiniBand to the database server on the Oracle Exadata Database Machine, resulting in greater throughput 
and higher performance than traditional architectures. 

Alternatively, all tiers can be consolidated onto a SPARC SuperCluster T4-4 system (Figure 6). One factor in 
determining whether to move to an Oracle Exadata Database Machine or a SPARC SuperCluster T4-4 
system is the existing Oracle database platform. Oracle recommends moving existing Oracle databases 
running on SPARC processor-based systems to a SPARC SuperCluster T4-4 system to avoid the additional 
migration required to move to the x86 processor-based Oracle Exadata Database Machine platform. 
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Oracle Engineered Systems: Complete Data Center Infrastructure for SAP Landscapes 

Figure 5. Three-tier SAP systems can be consolidated to reduce data center infrastructure complexity. 

Figure 6 illustrates a SPARC SuperCluster system with consolidated production SAP applications. Oracle 
Solaris Zones are used within the Application domain in order to safely run multiple services in a single 
domain to get the best efficiency while zone clusters ensure high availability for SAP SCS. There is no hard 
limit to the number of Oracle Solaris Zones that can be run within a domain since they generate no system 
overhead. Because Oracle Solaris Zones enable isolation and separate access rights, multiple departments 
with separate administrational domains can be consolidated on a single SPARC SuperCluster. 

The SAP Central Services and primary application servers run within the same zone as the SAP applications 
they support. The SAP Central Services are configured with Oracle Solaris Zone Clusters for high 
availability. Oracle Solaris Cluster is part of SPARC SuperCluster systems to eliminate single points of failure 
and ensure availability of SAP components. High availability agents are available for the SAP SCS and ASCS 
(formerly known as Central Instance or SAP CI), managing the SAP Enqueue Server and Message Server. 
These agents are aware of the Replicated Enqueue functionality from SAP. Other agents also cover other 
SAP products such as Web Application Servers or SAP liveCache. All agents support a variety of SAP 
installation types, including Advanced Business Application Programming (ABAP) only, Java only, or ABAP 
and Java combined. 
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Oracle Engineered Systems: Complete Data Center Infrastructure for SAP Landscapes 

Figure 6. Three-tier SAP systems can be consolidated onto a single SPARC SuperCluster T4-4 system. 

For more information, refer to the individual white papers on the Oracle Exadata Database Machine, the 
Oracle Exalogic Elastic Cloud, and the SPARC SuperCluster T4-4 system, located at 
http://www.oracle.com/us/solutions/sap/infrastructure/sap-resources-352184.html. Another useful white 
paper is The Operational Impact of Deploying an Oracle Engineered System (Exadata). Contact an Oracle account 
manager or Sales Representative to obtain a copy of this white paper. Additional resources can be found at 
the end of this document. 

Consolidating Non-Production Two-Tier SAP Deployments 
Two-tier SAP deployments consisting of the presentation layer (first tier) and combined database and 
application tiers (second tier) can be consolidated on a SPARC SuperCluster T4-4 system with data stored on 
the internal Sun ZFS Storage Appliance. By dividing the SPARC SuperCluster T4-4 system into domains 
using Oracle VM Server for SPARC, applications and databases can run in isolated environments to increase 
system utilization. For SAP applications that are not yet certified for Oracle Solaris 11, Oracle Solaris Zones 
can be used to provide an Oracle Solaris 10 environment to applications. Built-in clustering technology 
enables applications to fail over to other servers in the event of a server outage, and the database tier offers 
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full redundancy and optional disaster recovery to ensure data availability. The entire system is managed from 
a single console for greater system administration efficiency. 

Figure 7 illustrates how multiple two-tier SAP systems can be consolidated onto a single SPARC 
SuperCluster T4-4 system. In this example, three SAP production systems—one each for SAP ERP, SAP 
CRM, SAP HR, and SAP SCM — are deployed on the engineered system. Because the SAP data is 
transmitted over an internal InfiniBand fabric rather than a corporate backbone, the consolidated system 
delivers greater SAP application throughput and service levels than traditional implementations. 

Figure 7. Multiple two-tier SAP environments can be consolidated onto a single SPARC SuperCluster T4-4 system. 
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Protecting SAP Landscapes: High Availability and Disaster Recovery 
When planned and deployed correctly, high availability and disaster recovery are cumulative functions that 
build on robust underlying technologies and design. High availability in Oracle’s engineered systems begins 
with the hardware, incorporating intelligent design features to provide for greater reliability. Within the 
Oracle Exadata Database Machine, the Oracle Exalogic Elastic Cloud, and Oracle SPARC SuperCluster T4-4 
system, all servers, storage systems, networking components and connections, as well as other infrastructure 
components such as power distribution systems, are fully redundant. 

A fully redundant InfiniBand fabric, consisting of three switches, connects components within the 
engineered systems and ensures continued operation in the event of a switch failure. In addition to the three 
InfiniBand networks, a separate dedicated management network ensures physical isolation of management 
traffic. Furthermore, the sixteen 10 GbE ports on the application network allow redundant application 
connections and provide broad bandwidth as well as redundancy throughout the system. The redundant 
InfiniBand switches also eliminate downtime for maintenance. For example, when applying patches to a 
switch, one switch is patched at a time while the remaining two switches continue working. 

Data Protection 

Data in Oracle’s engineered systems is stored in two different file systems, depending on whether it is 
structured or unstructured. Unstructured data is stored in an Oracle Solaris ZFS file system that runs on the 
Sun ZFS Storage Appliance contained in the Oracle SPARC T4-4 SuperCluster and Oracle Exalogic Elastic 
Cloud. A self-healing file system, Oracle Solaris ZFS does not display confusing RAID error messages on the 
console in the event of data errors. The file system simply corrects the data and writes it out redundantly. In 
addition, the Sun ZFS Storage Appliance is fully redundant, and Oracle Solaris ZFS provides end-to-end file 
protection at the block level. 

Structured data is stored in the Oracle Automatic Storage Management (ASM) data file system contained 
within the Oracle Exadata Storage Cells within the Oracle SPARC T4-4 SuperCluster and Oracle Exadata 
Database Machine. Oracle ASM provides high redundancy of data across multiple Oracle Exadata Storage 
Cells to ensure that data is not lost in the unlikely event of a hardware failure. Oracle ASM can balance data 
redundantly across existing storage cells to protect against the failure of multiple Oracle Exadata Storage 
Cells. If multiple storage cells fail, and there is sufficient space, Oracle ASM rebalances the data across the 
remaining storage cells, maintaining data redundancy. 

Making Shared File Systems Highly Available 

Typically, the shared SAP file system resides on a NAS appliance, clustered file system, or NFS-exported file 
system located on the database server. For high availability, the shared file system should be clustered, or the 
source of the NFS location should be protected through a highly available configuration such as highly 
available network file system (HA-NFS) services. When moving to an Oracle Exadata Database Machine, 
existing shared NFS-exported file systems on an existing database server should be maintained, since the 
Oracle Exadata Database Machine does not offer HA-NFS or cluster file system functionality. 

The preferred solution is to place the shared file system on a separate Sun ZFS Storage Appliance (either a 
standalone system or one contained in an Oracle Exalogic Elastic Cloud), or to use other NAS appliances, 
HA-NFS, or clustered file system solutions. Using an Oracle Exalogic Elastic Cloud system offers 
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advantages as the built-in Sun ZFS Storage Appliance can be used for very fast backups from the Oracle 
Exadata Database Machine by directly connecting the storage appliance to the Oracle Exadata InfiniBand 
fabric. 

Oracle Database Protection 

Two technologies are available to protect the Oracle Database. 

•	 Oracle Real Application Clusters (RAC). Oracle RAC protects against loss of service inside the Oracle 
SPARC T4-4 SuperCluster and Oracle Exadata Database Machine. A sophisticated product, it provides 
data protection without requiring nodes to fail over. 

•	 Oracle Data Guard. Used to protect Oracle Databases against the failure of an entire data center site, 
Oracle Data Guard sends data changes to a designated secondary location. Because only a small amount of 
data is transported, the solution is much more efficient than host-based disk mirroring. In addition, entire 
disks are not duplicated, eliminating the issue of replicating disk errors. Using Oracle Data Guard provides 
the additional advantage of reducing or compressing traffic between sites. Oracle Data Guard supports 
data transports from different storage vendors for comprehensive coverage of heterogeneous data centers. 

SAP Protection 

The SAP Central Services is a vital part of the SAP software — SAP cannot run without it — and constitutes 
a single point of failure. The traditional SAP Central Instance (CI) is a large software component, so SAP 
recommends using a Standalone Central Services Instance (SCS or ASCS) instead. The (A)SCS Instance is 
streamlined, consisting of the Message Server and Enqueue Server, making failover much faster. In addition, 
the Standalone Enqueue Server has a multithreaded architecture, making it possible to carry out enqueue 
request processing and lock table synchronization with the Enqueue Replication Server (ERS) in parallel. 
Conventional SAP systems handle the I/O load sequentially, so adding an HA component not only adds 
high availability, it enables the system to process a higher number of enqueue requests. Another benefit of 
using an (A)SCS Instance is that the Enqueue Replication Servers hold a synchronized copy of the lock table 
data in shared memory. If the (A)SCS Instance fails over, the Enqueue Server can retrieve the lock table data 
from ERS shared memory, so the data is not lost. 

•	 Oracle Clusterware. Oracle Clusterware can be used to replicate SAP Central Services within Oracle 
Exadata Database Machine or Oracle SPARC SuperCluster T4-4. Administrators should be aware that 
Oracle Clusterware supports SAP Central Services, but not SAP Central Instances. Because it does not 
support Oracle Solaris Cluster Geographic Edition, it is not recommended for business continuity plans 
that utilize a geographically separate disaster recovery site. 

•	 Oracle Solaris Cluster. The Enqueue Server needs to be replicated within the engineered system (either 
an Oracle SPARC T4-4 SuperCluster or an Oracle Exadata Database Machine) and to a secondary 
location. This is accomplished through the use of Oracle Solaris Cluster software. Oracle Solaris Cluster 
provides high availability for SAP Central Services and/or for the SAP Central Instance. 

Available on Oracle’s SPARC and x86 servers, Oracle Solaris Cluster is proven, robust technology that has 
been in use for more than ten years. It provides everything necessary to make not only the system highly 
available, but dialogue and primary application instances as well. In addition, its ability to integrate with 
Oracle RAC, Oracle Solaris, built-in virtualization features, and third-party software is unique. It can even 
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provide high availability for an SAP system running an Oracle or MaxDB database combined with third-
party software. Alternatively, Generic Data Service (GDS) can be used to create agents to provide high 
availability for custom, in-house software on Oracle Solaris Cluster. Furthermore, the Oracle Solaris 
Cluster Geographic Edition supports business continuity plans that utilize a geographically separate 
disaster recovery site. 

Figure 8 depicts a highly available, consolidated SAP configuration on a SPARC SuperCluster T4-4 system. 

Figure 8. Oracle’s engineered systems can be configured into highly available environments for SAP systems. 

Planning for Disaster Recovery 

IT organizations that have deployed their SAP landscapes with a cumulative approach to reliability and high 
availability are well positioned to extend this approach to their disaster recovery plans. As mentioned 
previously, Oracle recommends using Oracle Data Guard for system replication. Traditional storage-based 
replication methods can be slower and require extra software and cabling. Oracle Data Guard uses a 
different method for maintaining replicated data, transporting data at the application — not block — level. 
This results in far less complexity and greater efficiency as the data is compressed. Using Oracle Data Guard 
to replicate SAP systems ensures high availability, data protection, and disaster recovery for SAP data. With a 
comprehensive set of services, Oracle Data Guard can create, maintain, manage, and monitor one or more 
standby SAP databases to enable production SAP databases to survive disasters and data corruption. 

By maintaining these standby SAP databases as transaction-consistent copies of the production SAP 
database, Oracle Data Guard can switch any standby SAP database to a production role in the event the 
production SAP database becomes unavailable. This minimizes downtime associated with planned or 
unplanned outages. Used with traditional backup, restoration, and cluster techniques, Oracle Data Guard can 
provide a high level of SAP data protection and availability. 

It is important to note that Oracle Data Guard is the only reliable and supported method for replication. 
While InfiniBand has a theoretical distance limit of 70 meters, connecting two systems over InfiniBand and 
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performing system mirroring — even at distances shorter than 70 meters — is unsupported. There is no way 
to be certain that the data is being copied consistently across the two systems. In this scenario, one machine 
can fail and unless Oracle Data Guard is in use, the data is not protected. 

Geographically Separated Data Centers 

A thorough disaster recovery plan recognizes the fact that even fully redundant SAP landscapes are 
vulnerable to disasters that destroy or otherwise render a data center or geographic area unusable. For this 
reason alone, replicating data center environments at a greater distance is required. 

Oracle Solaris Cluster Geographic Edition can be used in disaster recovery scenarios to fail over to a 
geographically remote secondary location. The software provides load balancing, automatic fault detection, 
and failover to keep mission-critical SAP applications and services in traditional or virtualized environments 
highly available. To achieve a configuration that supports business continuity, agents implement automated 
failover for the primary SAP application server, SAP Central Services, and the database tier, as well as 
failover for other mission-critical production applications. Agents are available for the SAP Enqueue and 
replication servers, SAP Central Services, and SAP Web Application Server, SAP J2EE Engine, SAP 
liveCache, and Oracle Database. 

Similar to Oracle Solaris Cluster, Oracle Solaris Cluster Geographic Edition simplifies redundant SAP 
configuration and significantly reduces recovery time in disaster recovery situations. Figure 9 depicts a 
disaster recovery configuration, with backup and recovery systems, for an SAP on Oracle SPARC 
SuperCluster T4-4 deployment with a primary and a secondary site. 

Figure 9. Oracle Data Guard supports multiple geography disaster recovery for Oracle’s engineered systems. 
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Performing Backups 
While Oracle’s engineered systems include technologies such as Oracle RAC and Automatic Storage 
Management to protect against server and disk failure, it is still important to perform regular backups to 
protect against system and media failures and user errors. Several backup and recovery technologies are 
available within or alongside Oracle’s engineered systems, enabling IT organizations to perform disk-to-disk-
to-tape, disk-to-disk, and disk-to-tape backup operations for SAP landscapes. 

•	 Tape backup. Oracle Secure Backup is a centralized tape backup management solution for the entire 
environment, including file systems and Oracle Database. With support for off-site tape storage, or tape 
vaulting, Oracle Secure Backup keeps track of what data has been backed up, the backup location, and at 
what point the backup media can be reused. In addition, backups can be encrypted for added security. 

•	 Remote replication. The Sun ZFS Storage Appliance figures prominently in backup and recovery 
solutions for Oracle’s engineered systems. Offering remote replication capability, the Sun ZFS Storage 
Appliance provides a simple and effective automated solution to store off-site copies of production data in 
addition to local backups. In addition, maintaining a replica of primary data at a remote site can 
dramatically reduce disaster recovery time in comparison to traditional offline backup architectures 

•	 Database backup. Oracle Recovery Manager (RMAN) is the native database backup and recovery tool 
for Oracle Database that simplifies backup and recovery administration and provides optimized data 
protection. Built-in RMAN integration in Oracle Secure Backup delivers the fastest Oracle Database 
backup to disk or tape. 

Backing Up Oracle Engineered Systems 

To provide short-term data protection and long-term data preservation for Oracle engineered systems, a 
variety of backup, restore, and disaster recovery solutions exist. Options vary according to the type of data 
(structured or unstructured), data protection needs, recovery time, performance, capacity, and service level 
requirements. For very fast backups to disk storage, Sun ZFS Storage Appliances can be used to generate 
and store file system snapshots (but not database data1), storing them either locally or remotely to other Sun 
ZFS Storage Appliances. Alternatively, these file system snapshots can be stored to Oracle Exadata Storage 
Expansion Racks that are directly connected to the InfiniBand fabric, creating a solution that takes advantage 
of the fast recovery area in Oracle Exadata Storage Servers to instantly get back up and running. 

Structured data stored in Oracle Database can be backed up with the Oracle Recovery Manager (Oracle 
RMAN) to disk, or to tape through Oracle Secure Backup. Oracle offers the Oracle Optimized Solution for 
Secure Backup that is designed to perform network backups of heterogeneous clients, including Oracle’s 
engineered systems. For backup, recovery, and long-term archival, tape remains the most cost-effective and 
reliable storage media available. For SAP landscapes where longer retention periods and greater capacity is 
required, Oracle Secure Backup and tape storage can be used for backup, vaulting, and archiving. 

1  Snapshot  capabilities  are  not  available  in  Exadata  Storage  Cells.  
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Services 
Oracle provides a wide range of services for SAP landscapes that can maximize the value of Oracle 
investments, ease SAP migration efforts, ensure SAP system operational readiness, and reduce SAP system 
deployment and ongoing production support risk. A number of Oracle organizations around the globe 
support joint Oracle and SAP customers, providing valuable resources to customers both pre- and post-sales. 
Certified SAP experts from Oracle are co-located on the SAP campus in Walldorf — with direct links to 
SAP — as well as across geographic regions that include USA and the Americas, Europe, the Middle East, 
Africa, Asia, and the Pacific Rim. These organizations comprise a virtual center of expertise for organizations 
that run SAP applications on Oracle infrastructure. 

Existing and prospective Oracle and SAP customers can take advantage of the following Oracle 
organizations and services. 

Oracle Solution Center for SAP 

The Oracle Solution Center for SAP is headquartered in Walldorf, Germany, with branches in Santa Clara, 
California, Singapore, and Tokyo, Japan. Offering joint support both internally and for customers, the Oracle 
Solution Centers are an outgrowth of an agreement between Oracle and SAP and foster close cooperation 
between Oracle and SAP as Global Technology Partners. 

Staffed with SAP Basis-certified and SAP Migration-certified subject matter experts, the Oracle Solution 
Center for SAP provides a comprehensive set of services for Oracle engineered systems that range from 
strategy and planning through production deployment, monitoring, and support. These experts offer a depth 
of experience with Oracle and SAP technologies that includes porting, tuning, benchmarking, optimization 
and integration, and validation and certification. They may also be called upon to assist with engineering 
patches for SAP on Oracle systems and more. 

Staff at the Oracle Solution Center for SAP also provide pre-sales expertise in the areas of sizing, SAP 
architecture, optimization, proof-of-concept support, performance tuning, workshops, and additional SAP 
technical expertise as required. 

Oracle Advanced Customer Services 

Oracle Advanced Customer Services (ACS) provides customers with complete lifecycle management to help 
customers get up and running with SAP on Oracle's engineered systems. The staff of Oracle ACS possess 
deep product knowledge and together with the Oracle Solution Center for SAP are frequently used to supply 
staffing and deliver content for SAP technical events, as well as providing Oracle database- and systems-
related SAP Notes. With services such as Install and Configuration Diagnostic Review, Installation Service, 
Configuration Service, SAP-specific Oracle-to-Oracle (O2O) and Oracle-to-Oracle Online (Triple O) 
Migrations, Production Support Readiness, and a Patch Deployment Service, the Oracle ACS can help IT 
organizations get SAP landscapes up and running on engineered systems quickly. Oracle ACS offerings 
include: 

•	 Fixed scope services. Oracle ACS provides fixed scope services such as configuration review and 
recommendations for Oracle Engineered Systems, performance review and recommendations, patch 
review and recommendations, health checks, performance checks, and HA design and tuning. 
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•	 Workshops: Oracle ACS offers workshops focused on optimizing Oracle Database with SAP software. 
These workshops include: Fundamentals of Oracle for SAP ERP (Level I); Oracle Advanced Performance 
Tuning for SAP ERP (Level II); Oracle Expert for SAP ERP (Level III); Oracle 11g for SAP Business 
Suite Technical Skills Workshop; Oracle Database Administration for SAP Business Intelligence (BI); 
Oracle Real Application Clusters for SAP; and SAP ERP ABAP Tuning with Oracle Database Platform. 

•	 Annual Services. To provide optimization of Oracle engineered systems and continued supportability 
from SAP, ACS offers three standard levels of SAP-aware annual services, delivered by professional staff 
experienced with Oracle and SAP products, processes, tools, and systems. 

•	 Advanced Support Assistance (ASA) - An SAP-aware Advanced Service Delivery Manager (ASDM) 
ensures that the appropriate people and organizations are aligned with meaningful action plans for more 
efficient and effective issue resolutions. 

•	 Business Critical Assistance (BCA) - SAP aware proactive support. Service request resolution with
 
proactive advice and assistance tailored to a customer’s specific operations and projects.
 

•	 Solution Support Center (SSC) - SAP aware team of engineers available through a direct access hotline 
provides assistance for critical SRs and a range of proactive services including assessments and root 
cause analysis. 

•	 Technical Engagements. Oracle ACS can provide additional assistance, with varying degrees of 
involvement, in the form of experience, expertise, and specialized tools to help customers support SAP on 
Oracle environments. These engagements are delivered by engineers with close ties to SAP and Oracle 
support and development organizations. 

•	 Oracle Platinum Services. Designed to support highly available environments, Oracle Platinum Services 
provide extreme support for organizations selecting an Oracle Exadata Database Machine, Oracle 
Exalogic Elastic Cloud, or Oracle SPARC SuperCluster T4-4. Providing the highest level of service in the 
industry, Oracle Platinum Services offers: 

•	 5-minute issue response 

•	 15-minute restoration or escalation to development (issues requiring development resources are
 
escalated to the Oracle team that built the product)
 

•	 30-minute joint debugging with development 

•	 24/7 Oracle remote fault monitoring 

•	 Update and patch deployments four times a year 

•	 Proactive services to anticipate, identify, and remediate issues 

Oracle Platinum Services bridge the gap between traditional IT support and fully managed services and 
will be available within CY 2013, at no additional cost, to qualifying Oracle customers as part of their 
standard Premier Support contract. 

Joint Customer Support Center 

The Joint Customer Support Center handles customer support calls and escalation from or to SAP when 
needed, and provides customers with a single point of contact for problem resolution. An SAP-aware team 
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TABLE 1. REFERENCES 

RELEVANT SAP NOTES 

1643799: Support for Oracle Solaris 11 

1693680: Running SAP Software on Oracle SPARC SuperCluster 

1669684: SAP on Oracle Solaris 11 

1590515: SAP Software and Oracle Exadata Database Machine 

Oracle Engineered Systems: Complete Data Center Infrastructure for SAP Landscapes 

of engineers is available through a direct access hotline and provides assistance for critical service requests 
(SRs). The Joint Customer Support Center also provides a range of proactive services including assessments 
and root cause analysis. 

Conclusion 
For many enterprises, the health of the bottom line depends on SAP and other mission-critical applications 
that support business processes. In many cases, the infrastructure required to support these vital applications 
is expensive and time consuming to acquire and deploy. Now IT organizations can take advantage of 
Oracle’s engineered systems that are configured and tested for SAP applications. With an end-to-end 
technology stack, Oracle provides innovation and optimization at each layer to deliver power and 
performance to SAP applications. With these innovative systems, companies can: 

•	 Gain agility with the ability to consolidate SAP databases and applications, and migrate them to other 
systems to utilize excess capacity or support increasing service demand. 

•	 Take advantage of incremental scalability and start small, using an initial engineered system to support 
existing applications. If needed, up to eight systems of each type can be connected together to support 
expansion requirements. 

•	 Simplify acquisition, deployment, and support with a single vendor for the entire SAP infrastructure, 
eliminating finger pointing between infrastructure vendors and accelerating problem resolution. 

•	 Rely on defense-in-depth security, from encryption in select servers and access control and auditing 
mechanisms in the operating system, to security enhancements in the database. 

•	 Reduce deployment risk with system installation, configuration, and patching (to the patch level required 
by SAP) handled at the factory. Regular SAP patch bundles are created and certified in conjunction with 
SAP and bundled for smooth, simple patch application. 

•	 Save money by lowering overall acquisition costs, eliminating expensive third-party specialty hardware and 
security and management software, reducing software licenses, and utilizing resources more efficiently. 

For More Information 
For more information on Oracle’s engineered systems and SAP environments, see the references listed in 
Table 1. 
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1591389: Oracle Exadata Database Machine for SAP: Patches for Oracle Database 11.2.0.2 

1619343: SAPinst for Oracle Exadata Database Machine on Oracle Linux and Oracle Solaris x86 

1617188: SAP Software and Oracle Exalogic Elastic Cloud 

1693680: Running SAP Software on Oracle SPARC SuperCluster 

1696570: Oracle SPARC SuperCluster: Patches for 11.2.0.3 

1696716: Creating a modified Solaris kernel medium 

WEB SITES 

Oracle and SAP Reference Page 

http://www.oracle.com/us/solutions/sap/infrastructure/sap-resources-352184.html 

Oracle Engineered Systems 

http://www.oracle.com/us/products/engineered-systems/index.html 

Oracle Server and Storage Systems 

http://www.oracle.com/us/products/servers-storage/index.html 

Oracle Solaris 

http://www.oracle.com/solaris 

Oracle Solaris Cluster 

http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/server-storage/solaris-cluster/overview/index.html 

Oracle Linux 

http://www.oracle.com/us/technologies/linux/index.html 

Oracle’s Sun ZFS Storage Appliance 

http://www.oracle.com/us/products/servers-storage/storage/unified-storage/ 

Oracle Solaris 11 Compatibility Checking Tool 

http://www.samplecode.oracle.com/sf/projects/solaris_11_compatibility_tools/ 

Oracle Database and IT Infrastructure for SAP 

http://www.oracle.com/us/solutions/sap/index.html 

Oracle Optimized Solution for Oracle Secure Backup 

http://www.oracle.com/us/solutions/oracle-secure-backup-opt-solution-347243.html 

WHITE PAPERS 

Using SAP NetWeaver with the Oracle Exadata Database Machine 

www.oracle.com/us/products/database/sap-exadata-wp-409603.pdf 

Operational Impact of Deploying an Oracle Engineered System (Exadata) 

Contact an Oracle Sales Representative to obtain a copy of this white paper. 

Running SAP NetWeaver on the Oracle Exalogic Elastic Cloud 

http://www.oracle.com/us/products/middleware/netweaver-on-exalogic-489027.pdf 

Why and How to Consolidate an SAP Landscape on Oracle SPARC SuperCluster 

http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/server-storage/hardware-solutions/sap-supercluster-techwp-051012-1627189.pdf 
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Protecting Oracle Exadata with the Sun ZFS Storage Appliance: Configuration Best Practices 

http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/articles/systems-hardware-architecture/exadata-7000-367640.pdf 

Best Practices For Database Consolidation On Oracle Exadata Database Machine 

http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/database/features/availability/exadata-consolidation-522500.pdf 

Minimizing Planned Downtime of SAP Systems with the Virtualization Technologies in Oracle Solaris 10 

http://www.oracle.com/us/solutions/sap/database/minimize-planned-downtime-sap-352633.pdf 

Oracle Solaris: The Foundation for Successful SAP Solutions 

http://www.oracle.com/us/solutions/sap/database/oracle-solaris-sap-solutions-1534330.pdf 

Oracle Solaris and Oracle SPARC T4 Servers—Engineered Together for Enterprise Cloud Deployments 

http://www.oracle.com/us/products/servers-storage/solaris/solaris-and-sparc-t4-497273.pdf 

A Technical Overview of the Oracle SPARC SuperCluster T4-4 

http://www.oracle.com/us/products/servers-storage/servers/sparc-enterprise/supercluster-t4-4-arch-wp-1537679.pdf 

Oracle Solaris and Oracle Solaris Cluster: Extending Oracle Solaris for Business Continuity 

http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/server-storage/solaris-cluster/documentation/solaris-cluster-businesscontinuity-168285.pdf 

The Role of Oracle Solaris in Support of SAP Enterprise Applications 

http://www.oracle.com/us/solutions/sap/database/platform-design-flexibility-352621.pdf 

Oracle Database: The Database of Choice for Deploying SAP Solutions 

http://www.oracle.com/us/products/database/039450.pdf 

Minimizing Downtime in SAP Environments 

http://www.oracle.com/us/solutions/sap/database/minimizing-downtime-sap-enviro-352631.pdf 
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